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Abstract

Enhanced Gaussian noise models are used to demonstrate that the per-block SNR after fibre transmission varies significantly due to the variable-composition nature of modern probabilistic shaping schemes. We propose a nonlinearity-optimised distribution matcher that improves the average and worst-case SNR by 0.14 and 0.22 dB, respectively.

1 Introduction

Probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS) [1] has been evaluated in many different scenarios since its first demonstration in fibre optics [2], and significant improvements over uniform quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) have been found [3, 4]. The distribution matcher (DM) is a key building block of shaped communication systems based on PAS and has been studied in depth in order to enable high-throughput operation [5, 7]. Advanced DM schemes have been proposed that operate more efficiently, and thus, achieve lower rate loss than constant-composition distribution matching (CCDM) [8]. Among these schemes are multiset-partition distribution matching (MPDM) [9] and a distribution that is on average flatter than the reference Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) PMF. Each output sequence is described by its composition distribution, and not for each DM block individually. This is a realistic assumption for constant-composition schemes where each shaped sequence has the same distribution, and also when many DM blocks are combined into a single, long forward error correction (FEC) codeword as the FEC decoder does not see the individual blocks but their average empirical distribution. When advanced DM schemes such as MPDM or ESS are used with very short FEC (up to the limit of a one-to-one length correspondence between DM and FEC), the statistics of the FEC codewords differ significantly and might never (or only rarely) follow the average PMF. For a linear channel with additive noise, the decoding performance will be approximately independent of this because the SNR does not depend on the PMF of each FEC block. Therefore, the decoding performance after fibre transmission can differ significantly for each block.

In this paper, we study the finite blocklength regime of shaping for the nonlinear fibre channel in terms of per-block SNR variation. The analysis is based on the EGN model and shows significant SNR variations for ESS and MPDM. To reduce the adverse effect of fibre NLI, we propose, to the best of our knowledge, the first DM scheme whose per-block statistics are optimised for the nonlinear fibre channel.

2 Principles of Distribution Matching

A key building block in the PAS framework is the DM transforming a block of \( k \) uniformly distributed bits to \( n \) shaped amplitudes. Each output sequence is described by its composition \( C = \{n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_m\} \) denoting the number of occurrences \( n_i \) of the \( i^{th} \) shaped amplitude. The number of uniquely addressable output sequences is given by the multinomial coefficient \( MC(C) \). The number of input bits is then determined as \( k = \lceil \log_2(MC(C)) \rceil \). A shaped scheme has a one-dimensional transmission rate of \( k/n \), and its difference to the entropy of the shaped amplitudes is called rate loss, given in bits per 1D amplitude symbol (b/sym). All finite-length DMs suffer from such rate loss and advanced DM schemes aim to reduce it for a given block length \( n \). In the following, we briefly review several DM schemes which are studied numerically in Sec. 4.

1 Introduction
For CCDM, each DM output block has the same composition $C_0$. Advanced schemes such as MPDM or ESS use many different compositions and thereby achieve a much smaller rate loss than CCDM. For pairwise MPDM [9] Sec. III], each composition $C$ has a complement $\bar{C}$ such that their combined average gives the target composition $C_0$. MPDM uses many of these pairs and arranges them in a binary tree such as the one shown in Fig. 1 (left). This construction achieves low rate loss while maintaining control of the average distribution. The transmission rate is determined only indirectly by the choice of distribution. ESS, in contrast, is operated at a certain rate and the shaped distribution is obtained indirectly by using all points inside a sphere, which gives an MB distribution as $n \to \infty$. While this is more energy-efficient than MPDM [10], it does not allow to control the average distribution or select the used compositions. We will show in Sec. 4.3 that this property can be disadvantageous for the nonlinear fibre channel.

3 NLI-Optimised MPDM

In the following, we describe how MPDM can be optimised for the nonlinear fibre channel, which is, to the best of our knowledge, the first shaping scheme with NLI-optimised blockwise statistics. The idea behind the optimisation is that the EGN model [12][13] indicates that each DM block induces a different effective SNR after fibre transmission when the distribution of a block varies. This means that there are “bad” blocks that cause strong NLI and “good” blocks with low NLI.

For the proposed NLI-optimised MPDM, we refrain from using high-NLI compositions by setting their probability of occurrence to zero, i.e., by removing them from the binary tree shown in Fig. 1 (left). As this would reduce the transmission rate, we start the design process with MPDM that has one additional bit at its input, i.e., $k+1$ instead of $k$ bits. We then sort the compositions by the kurtosis of their PMF and remove the worst compositions (which have high kurtosis) until the number of inputs bits is reduced to $k$. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a MPDM tree that is pruned to give an optimised MPDM where, in this example, the crossed-out compositions have high NLI and are eliminated. The pairwise structure of MPDM is broken up yet the general binary-tree structure is kept intact, see Fig. 1 (right). Also, the average distribution is modified, which could for a linear channel without NLI, such as the additive white Gaussian noise channel, lead to a performance loss. We will show in Sec. 4.3 that for the nonlinear fibre channel, an improvement in both average and worst-case SNR is achieved by MPDM optimisation.

4 Numerical Analysis

4.1 Fibre and Simulation Parameters

We use the EGN model to evaluate the effective SNR after long-haul fibre transmission. Four-wave mixing is neglected, and the number of Monte Carlo samples is set to 250000. The modulation format is dual-polarization 64QAM at 45 GBaud symbol rate. Root-raised cosine pulse shaping with 5% roll-off is used. A wavelength-division multiplexing system with 11 channels spaced at 50 GHz is considered, and the centre channel is evaluated. The fibre link consists of 30 spans of 80 km standard single-mode fibre ($\gamma = 1.3$ 1/W/km, $\beta_2 = -21.8$ ps$^2$/km, $\alpha = 0.2$ dB/km) with an Erbium-doped fibre amplifier (5 dB noise figure) after each span. The considered figure of merit is effective SNR, which is computed according to the EGN formulas [13] (16)–(18) for every composition.

4.2 Assumptions for Numerical Comparison

By using the EGN model to compare the per-block NLI of various shaping schemes in the finite blocklength regime, we make several assumptions that differ from the real fibre channel. Firstly, nonlinear interactions within each block are neglected. This means that the ordering of the shaped symbols within each DM output sequence is assumed to have no influence on the NLI. The impact of this assumption could be further studied with time-dependent fibre models such as [19]. We also note that the EGN model is derived for infinitely long blocks, while we use it for short blocks of a few hundred symbols. Also, adjacent blocks are assumed to not interact nonlinearly. Finally, the randomness in the numerical results is minimized as follows. Any variation in amplifier noise is neglected in the EGN analysis by computing the additive noise variance in closed form. The number of Monte Carlo samples for evaluating the EGN model is chosen large such that the reported SNR values can be attributed to fibre NLI with high confidence. As shown in Fig. 2 the SNR spread due to Monte Carlo simulations is approximately 0.1 dB for MPDM at a fixed kurtosis.

4.3 Numerical Results

In the following, the effective SNR of various shaping schemes is investigated for the optical system outlined in Sec. 4.1. The shaping block length is $n = 216$ one-dimensional amplitude symbols and the number of input bits per block set to $k = 349$, which gives a 2D transmission rate of $2 \cdot k/n + 1 = 4.23$ bits per QAM symbol. The block length is chosen to be compatible with the codes of the 802.11 standard of length 648 bits [20], resulting in a one-to-one relation between DM and FEC blocks. We note that the proposed methods work for any transmission rate supported by PAS.

In Fig. 2 effective SNR is plotted versus the kurtosis of CCDM and the MPDM schemes. CCDM, which uses in each block the same composition with kurtosis 1.82, has an effective SNR of 14.26 dB. We observe that MPDM has a much
Fig. 2 Effective SNR versus kurtosis for CCDM, MPDM and the NLI-optimised MPDM. Inset: Weighted histograms.

Fig. 3 Effective SNR versus kurtosis for enumerative sphere shaping. Inset: Cumulative distribution function (CDF).

larger SNR variation than CCDM, with most blocks performing worse and some better than CCDM. Optimised MPDM (see Sec. 3) has a smaller SNR fluctuation since compositions that cause low effective SNR are removed. In the inset of Fig. 2, the weighted histograms of the effective SNRs are shown, demonstrating clearly that both worst-case and average SNR are improved for optimised MPDM.

Figure 3 shows effective SNR as a function of kurtosis for ESS. In comparison to MPDM, the increased variation in kurtosis, and thus the larger SNR fluctuation, are immediately observed. The reason for this is that ESS in general uses all compositions that are below a certain energy limit, including those that are highly unfavourable for the fibre channel. As of today, there is no known way of controlling the ESS construction to exclude these bad blocks. In the inset of Fig. 3, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the SNRs is depicted, showing that only relatively few compositions lead to an SNR of less than 13 dB. Nonetheless, we argue that these low-SNR blocks can be a limiting factor to the overall system performance since they too must be decoded successfully.

In Table 1, key numbers for a detailed comparison of the shaping schemes are given. CCDM is trivial since by always using the same composition, it achieves the same SNR under the assumptions stated in Sec. 4.2. MPDM has an average SNR of 14.17 dB, with a peak-to-peak (p2p) SNR variation of 0.41 dB (see vertical arrow in Fig. 2), and the worst-performing shaping block leads to an SNR of 14.03 dB. By optimising MPDM for the nonlinear fibre channel, the p2p SNR variation is significantly reduced to 0.13 dB SNR, and the average SNR is increased by 0.14 dB. Note that the worst-case SNR is improved by 0.22 dB, being now approximately identical to CCDM in SNR yet at a much lower rate loss of 0.021 b/sym instead of 0.053 b/sym. In addition to these improvements for the optical channel, we further note that the number of compositions is decreased for optimised MPDM, which could be beneficial in terms of storage requirements and to enable low-latency operation. ESS by comparison uses a very large number of compositions and has a large SNR spread, as already discussed in Fig. 2. Although the best ESS blocks achieve an SNR that is the highest among all considered schemes and the ESS rate loss is the lowest, the worst-performing blocks have an SNR that is almost 3 dB worse than the low-SNR blocks of optimised MPDM. We argue that these unfavourably shaped blocks of ESS can have a significant impact on FEC performance. As they are the most likely to fail at decoding, they can be the limiting factor when a certain error rate is to be achieved.

5 Conclusion

We have studied the finite-blocklength behaviour of various DM schemes in the presence of fibre nonlinearities. Modern DM schemes exhibit a significant SNR variation ranging from 0.4 dB (MPDM) to more than 3 dB (ESS). We believe that this NLI-induced fluctuation can have a significant impact on the FEC decoding margin since also the low-SNR blocks must be decoded successfully. We have further devised the first NLI-aware DM construction method. For the considered fibre setup, the optimised MPDM is found to give increases in average and worst-case SNR of up to 0.14 dB and 0.22 dB, respectively, at the same transmission rate as conventional MPDM.

Table 1 Nonlinear performance for various shaping schemes at \( n = 216 \). All SNRs, including peak-to-peak (p2p) SNR, are given in dB. Rate loss is in bit/1D-symbol (b/sym).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># compositions</th>
<th>CCDM</th>
<th>ESS</th>
<th>MPDM</th>
<th>Opt. MPDM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rate loss</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min. SNR</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>11.39</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>14.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2p SNR</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average SNR</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>14.17</td>
<td>14.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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